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By the method of region counting, a lower bound of n logs n queries is obtained on 
linear search tree programs which solve the n-dimensional  knapsack problem. The  
region counting involves studying the structure of a subset of the hyperplanes defined 
by the problem. For this subset of hyperplanes, the result is shown to be tight. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [2], we showed that any linear search tree which determines 
membership in a union of a disjoint family of k open sets requires at least log2 k 
queries. This result can actually be extended [4] to show that any search tree using 
queries which are polynomials of degree ~ p requires at least (l/p)log2 k queries to 
determine membership in a union of a disjoint family of k open sets. In the present 
paper we use these results to show that any linear search tree for solving the knapsack 
problem of dimension  requires at least n log2 n queries. This result will follow by 
showing that a subset of this problem gives rise to at least 89 regions. Although 
the linear search tree model does not appear to have all the power of the Turing 
machine model for which the P vs NP model was first proposed, this nonlinear lower 
bound is derived on the model which is actually used for solving knapsack-type 
problems. To begin, we review some definitions from [2] to set notation for this paper. 
The knapsack problem of dimension n is commonly stated as follows. Given an 
(n -~ 1)-tuple {x 1 ..... Xn,  b}, does there exist a vector  (a  I ,..., %) all of whose com- 
n 
ponents are 0 or 1 such that ~i=1 aixi = b ? We can restate this problem in a geometric 
fashion by observing that determining whether the (n + 1)-tuple (x 1 ..... Xn, b) 
gives rise to a solvable knapsack problem is equivalent to determining whether the 
point (Xl/b, xz/b,... , xn/b) lies on any of a set of hyperplanes in R n, n-dimensional 
Euclidean space. In particular, if 1 ~ i ~ 2 n -- 1 is represented in its binary expansion 
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as i : i,~2 ~-1 +-&_x2n-2+- - .+  i 2 .2  + i l ,  we can represent the ith of these 
hyperplanes as H i (v  ) - -  1 : 0 where Hi (v  ) = ~-~n 5=1 ijvj In all that follows we shall 
use this second formulation, which is trivially equivalent to the first. 
The linear search tree model is defined as the set of programs consisting of state- 
ments of three types, 
Li: i f f (x) R0 then go toLj  else go toLk ,  
L~,: Halt and accept, 
L~: Halt and reject, 
where f(x) is a linear form in the components of the n-vector x and R is one of the 
relations >,  <,  or = .  This model was first studied by Rabin [3]. This model can be 
extended to polynomial search trees of degree ~ p by allowingf(x) to be a polynomial 
of degree ~ p. The result of [2] can then be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Any linear search tree for determining membership n Ui~t Ai ,  where 
each A i is an open subset of ~ and the A i are pairwise disjoint requires at least logz ] I ] 
queries in the worst case. 
As observed, we have the corollary. 
COROLLARY. Any polynomial search tree of degree ~ p for determining membership 
in Ui~l Ai for {Ai}i~ a family of open subsets of R" which are pairwise disjoint requires 
(l/p) logs l l I  queries in the worst case. 
Our main result will be to show that a subset of the knapsack hyperplanes divide E'~ 
into at least 89 disjoint open sets, so that solving the knapsack problem (i.e., deter- 
mining membership in these sets) requires at least n log 2 n queries in the worst case. The 
hyperplanes which we will consider are those Hi such that the binary expansion of i 
has exactly two ones in it corresponding tosolutions of the problem: Given (x 1 .... , x , ,  b), 
do there exist i :/: j such that xi + xj b ? Since the number of regions generated 
by all the hyperplanes i at least as many as those generated by this subset, this lower 
bound provides a lower bound on the entire problem. Furthermore, we will show that 
this lower bound is tight for the problem at hand by demonstrating an appropriate 
algorithm. 
2. A LOWER BOUND 
In this section, we give a characterization f the regions generated by the hyperplanes 
in the problem under consideration. To begin, we observe that we are seeking to 
determine how many regions exist which can be expressed as the intersections of 
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half-spaces of the form x i + x; > 1 or x i + xj ~< 1 for 1 ~ i < j  ~ n. We may 
represent these spaces by Sij ~ {x ~ ~ I xi + xj < 1} and Si~ ~ {x ~ ~ [ x i + xj > 1} 
for 1 ~ i < j ~ n. We may define ~ as the set of all pairs of the form (i, j) for 
1 ~ iv6 j~n and then for each subset of K of ~ ,  we ask whether 3K-  
(-](ia)~K S~J n N(ia)~g Sij is empty or not. There are 2(2 ) such subsets and at first one 
is tempted to believe that each subset gives rise to an open subset of N~. However, we 
may observe that for n ~ 4, if K = {(1, 2), (3, 4)}, then ~K = S12 n 834 n $13 (~ 
$2~ c~ S1~ ~ S~3 is empty since a point in this set would satisfy x~ + x 2 < 1, x3 + x4 < 1 
as well as x~ + x a > 1, x 2 + x 4 > 1, a contradiction. Furthermore, it is clear that if 
/s and K 2 are different subsets of ~ such that 3~ca nd 8x2 are nonempty, then these 
intersections are disjoint open sets. Openness follows since these sets are the inter- 
sections of finite collections of open sets and to show that they are disjoint we observe 
that there is an (i,j) which belongs to K~ and not K~ (or to K 2 and not K~) so that every 
point in ~c~ satisfies xi + x~ < 1 and every point in ~x~ satisfies xi + x~ > 1. 
Now, we wish to determine conditions of K C ~ such that 3K is nonempty. We 
begin with one such set and apply the appropriate permutations to generate at least 
~n.a I others. 
LEMIVlA. I f  K ~- {(i,j) l i + j ~ n + 1}, then3Kisnonempty. 
Proof. Let x, -- (i/(n + 3/2)) for 1 ~ i~n;  then x i+x J -< 1 if and only if 
i + j < n + 3/2 if and only if (i, j) ~ K. Hence the point (x 1 ,..., x~) is an element of K, 
which is therefore nonempty. 
We observe that K is a subset of #Tn consisting of [n2/2J elements and that i occurs 
in exactly n --  i pairs of K if i ~ In/2] and n + 1 --  i pairs if i > In/2]. For each 
permutation Trof n elements we define 7r(K) as {(Tr(i), 7r(j) [ (i,j) ~ K} and observe that, 
for two permutations ~1 and ~2,7rl(K) and 7r2(K ) are different if either of the following 
is not true: 
(i) ~rl(i ) = ~r2(i ) if i r {[ni21, [n/2] + 1}, 
(ii) {Trl([n/2]) , 7rl([n/2] + 1)} = {~r2([n/2]), ~r2([n/2 ] + 1)). 
Thus, no three permutations generate the same ~r(K). 
THEOREM 2. There are at least 89 different subsets K of 3-~ which give rise to non- 
empty sets ~K. 
Using this theorem in concert with Theorem 1, we obtain the main result of this 
paper. 
THEOREM 3. Any linear search tree for solving the n-dimensional knapsack problem 
(or even the n-dimensional knapsack problem restricted to solutions of the form x i + xj ~ b) 
must require n log n --  1.o.t. queries in the worst case. 
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Furthermore, since polynomial queries can be simulated by linear queries, we have 
COROLLARY. Any polynomial search tree of degree ~ p requires at least (1/p)n logs n 
queries in the worst case to solve the n-dimensional knapsack problem. 
3. AN UPPER BOUND 
In this section, a method is given to match the lower bound given in the previous 
section for the restricted knapsack problem mentioned there. Given an input 
(x I ,..., x~, b), we wish to determine if there exist distinct integers i and j such that 
xi + x~ ~ b. To do so, we may use the following 
ALGORITHM KS2. (I) Sort x I ..... x~ to yield a sorted list Yl .... ,Yn such that for 
i > j ,  y~ ~ yj.  
(II) Test to determine if anyy i is 89 if two or more are, halt and accept he input. 
If one is, drop this element from the list and proceed to Step III. I f  none is, proceed 
to Step III. 
(III) For each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, determine the least ji such that Yi -}-YJ, < 1, 
if yi ~-YJ~-I - 1 halt and accept; otherwise continue. 
(IV) Halt and reject. 
Step I in this algorithm requires n log2 n steps, Step II can be done in log2 n steps 
by binary search and Step I I I  can be done in at most 2n steps by a merging strategy. 
Therefore, the entire algorithm requires n logz n -]- l.o.t, steps matching the leading 
term in the upper bound. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
The major results of this paper are a lower bound of n log n queries for the solution 
of the knapsack problem with a linear search tree and a similar upper bound for the 
restricted version of the problem under consideration. These results may possibly be 
improved by considering less restricted versions of the ptoblem. For example, it is 
reasonable to conjecture that a better lower bound could be obtained by considering 
the regions generated by all 2 ~ knapsack hyperplanes rather than merely a subset of (3) 
such hyperplanes. Unfortunately, Strassen [4] has observed that no better lower 
bound than O(n ~) can be obtained by applying Theorem 1, as at most 0(2 '~) regions 
will be generated by a set of 2" hyperplanes in W*. A lower bound of this type is given 
in [1]. 
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